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Abstract: Early detection or screening examination of breast cancer can be done using Optical Tomography or Electrical 
Impedance Tomography. Using Boundary Element Method for forward problem solution we can not make measurements or precisely 
define boundary conditions on the surface between breast and chest. A simple solution is to extend the mesh outside the region of 
interest and to truncate it in some distance from the investigated human breast. Wrong boundary conditions or improper placement 
of such artificial boundary can introduce an unknown error if the truncation occurs too near. On the other hand excessive mesh 
increases number of boundary elements and decreases the computational efficiency especially annoying while calculating inverse 
problem solution. Some discussion on a few simple models of the breast will be presented. Last model contains infinite boundary 
elements. Implementation of such elements can reduce the mesh and avoid the problem of setting incorrect boundary conditions by 
creating an open boundary model. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Electrical Impedance Tomography and Optical 
Tomography can use Boundary Element Method (BEM) 
for forward problem solution [1,6,7,8]. On the area of 
human female breast cancers investigations it is only 
possible to make measurements on the skin. The 
boundary surface between breast and chest remains 
unavailable for detectors placement. It is also difficult to 
set precise boundary condition on that surface. A typical 
simple BEM solution is to extend the boundary element 
mesh outside the zone of interest and to truncate it at a 
large distance away so that the new boundary does not 
influence the results. Such solution generates a large 
number of additional boundary elements and in case that 
truncation occurs too near can introduce an unknown 
error. A more effective method is to incorporate infinite 
boundary elements [3,4] into conventional BEM analysis. 
Infinite elements [5] usage was at first adopted in wave 
propagation and geotechnical problems. In our case it is 
to estimate the differences between models and to 
consider if it is worth to extend analysed area or to 
implement infinite elements into breast geometry. 
1 MODELS DESCRIPTION 
Four simple theoretical models of human breast were 
investigated. For all models one placement of the light 
source was presented - located near the bottom of the 
hemisphere model. First model presented on fig. 2 
corresponds to the pure hemisphere. Second model was 
extended by adding a cylinder in the bottom (fig. 3). The 
intention of it was to avoid possible errors on the bottom 
of the hemisphere. The next one develop that idea by 
adding the cylinder with identical height but bigger 
diameter (fig. 4). It is to eliminate the errors near the 
basis circumference. All models were constructed from 
1536 second order eight nodes quadrilateral boundary 
elements and 4610 nodes. Half of the elements covers 
hemisphere. 
Governing equation for the problem is diffusion 
approximation of the transport equation (Helmholtz - 
assuming scattering and absorption are homogeneous): 
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Where Φ stands for the photon density, wave number 
cD
j
D
k a ωµ −=  and diffusion coefficient 
( )[ ] 1'3 −+= SaD µµ , µa is an absorbing and µ′S is reduced 
scattering coefficient [1] ( )gSS −= 1' µµ  [cm-1] , g is the 
average cosine of the scattering angle and speed of light 
 )()( 0 rr νcc = , where ν(r) is the refractive index and c0 
the speed of light in a vacuum, q0 is a source of light. 
There are Robin boundary conditions on the surfaces with 
different coefficients for breast tissue and for skeletal 
muscles on the basis [1,2,7] imposed: 
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where α models the refractive index difference at the 
boundary Γ [8]. 
Last open boundary model consists from 768 standard 
boundary elements and 64 infinite mapped elements 
based on eight nodes second order quadrilateral boundary 
elements [5,3,4]. The number of nodes is reduced to 2433 
nodes in that case (fig. 5). 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Five node mapped infinite boundary element 
based on 8 node quadrilateral isoparametric boundary 
element. 
 
Serendipity infinite mapping functions [5]: 
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were used for element transformation like presented on 
figure 1. These mapping functions (3) are used only for 
geometry transformation, not for physical quantities. 
Geometry transformation can be described by: 
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where n, m are number of standard and infinite elements 
respectively, N are basis interpolation functions [6] and 
Mm are mapping functions for infinite elements. 
 
In equation (4) left column represents transformation for 
standard boundary elements and right column for infinite 
boundary elements. 
Relevant boundary integral equation for surfaces covered 
by standard and infinite elements can be written as: 
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where SQ  is the magnitude of the concentrated source 
( )(0 SSQq rδ= ) and nS is a number of these sources. 
For the diffusion equation the fundamental solution is: 
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For isoparametric quadratic quadrilateral element either 
standard or infinite we will have: 
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It is to remember that for infinite mapped elements only 
nodes 0,1,2,3,7 are calculated. 
 
The normal derivative of the Green function in a direction 
n can be written: 
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Kernels required for normal derivative calculation can be 
written as: 
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Figure 2. Base model of the breast – hemisphere. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Extended model with additional part of chest, 
hemisphere with cylinder on the bottom. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Extended model with additional part of chest, 
hemisphere with wider cylinder on the bottom. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Open boundary hemisphere breast model with 
infinite boundary elements on the bottom. 
2 RESULTS 
Values of n∂Φ∂ /  module and phase of the light at 
hemisphere circumference cross-section for y=0 are 
presented on figure 6 and figure 7 respectively. To 
estimate the solution differences models with extended 
bottom part - figure 3, 4 and 5 were compared to basic 
hemisphere one - figure 2 and presented on figures 8 and 
9. The solution has worst smoothness while decreasing 
mesh density and significant growth of calculation time 
without special accuracy improvement while increasing 
number of elements. Generally three extended models 
offers similar results, remarkably different then achieved 
while using the simplest hemisphere one. It is to notice 
that there is a logarithmic scale on n∂Φ∂ /  module graph 
6. The medium approximation differences for module is 
about 30% and for phase oscillates mainly about 3%. 
Near the hemisphere basis differences are grater and for 
module reaches even 130% and for phase exceeds 25%. 
 
 
Figure 6. Results comparison for n∂Φ∂ /  module. 
  
 
Figure 7. Results comparison for n∂Φ∂ /  phase. 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Solution differences for n∂Φ∂ /  module 
compared to hemisphere model. 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Solution differences for n∂Φ∂ /  phase 
compared to hemisphere model. 
3 CONCLUSIONS 
Further improvement can be done by constructing a 
smooth connection between breast and chest instead of 
perpendicular ones and maybe by building two layer 
model where the second layer will correspond to a part of 
chest. Except single points located on the hemisphere 
basis circumference there are no significant results 
deflection for extended models. If so it is to say that 
model with incorporated infinite elements offers the 
similar accuracy and almost 4 times shorter calculation 
times. 
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